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Presidents Message
Dan Krause - President

Hello Badgers!
2019 is about to
wrap up and what
a fantastic year
we had! The Fall
Meeting was again
representative of
the enthusiasm for
our chapter events
and fellowship we all share. Many thanks to
Jim & Al Feyereisen, Erik Lund and Larry Bilda
for coordinating the meeting and 1st Annual
“Pokey Ride” at the Random Lake Rod & Gun
Club. Even though the temps were a bit on the
frigid side (37 deg.) there were still over 30 riders participating in the morning ride. Larry put
together an awesome spread to feed the 75+
members that attended the general meeting.
I’d also like to recognize Chris Bilda for taking
the extra effort to bring out some of his unique
machines to share with us all.
Jon, Josh, Chris and I would also like to extend our thanks and gratitude for having the
membership again put their trust in us to lead
the chapter for another year. Please know we
appreciate the support and guidance you all
provide.
The Road Run Committee is continuing to
make further planning refinements for our
Badger Heritage Chapter National Road Run
next August 13th thru 15th. We are fresh off
our latest meeting this week and the excitement is building! You will be able to reserve
your spot(s) for all the National Road Runs
starting January 2nd.

ClubExpress. Our organization has long since
outgrown the capabilities of our previous vendor Cornerstone and this change was vital
for the continuing growth and management
of the AMCA. This is not to say that Cornerstone hasn’t supported us well over the past
12 years, we had a great relationship and are
parting ways on very good terms.
ClubExpress can handle every aspect of club
and association management from within a
single, self-contained, and self-sufficient platform, spanning well beyond standard membership management. Chapters will be able
to take advantage of managing their rosters,
membership renewals & expirations, email distributions, chapter event calendars and much,
much more! At the national level, in addition to
membership management, our AMCA website
will be fully supported by this new platform
along with merchandise management, payment services, document sharing etc.
All of us will be receiving an AMCA email
newsletter on December 14th explaining the
changes. PLEASE NOTE: AMCA Offices will be
closed starting December 14th and reopening
January 2nd as we transition to the new ClubExpress platform.

A couple of final chapter specific notes:
- The Winter Dinner is scheduled for Saturday,
January 25th at the Elks Lodge #400 in Waukesha, WI. RSVP’s will be taken starting Jan. 2nd
thru the 17th. A separate email will be coming
to you all on the 2nd with RSVP and payment
information.
- Chapter Membership renewals for 2020 will
also be accepted starting Jan. 2nd. You can do
January 2nd, 2020 will also be a significant this on-line at our badgerheritage.com/memmilestone for the AMCA, something that has bership web-page.
been in the works for the better part of 2 years
now and will impact us all, in a positive way! Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!
We are changing to a new membership management services & support platform called Dan
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The Monarch of the Glen - Edwin Landseer - 1851

BADGER HERITAGE CHAPTER

Winter Dinner
Elk's Lodge #400
Saturday, January 25, 2020
Cocktails - 5pm / Dinner - 6pm / Band - 7 to 10pm
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Badger Heritage
Chapter

Fish Fry / Broasted Chicken Buffet
Blues Sounds of Robert Allen Jr. Band

2301 Springdale Road, Waukesha, WI 53186
waukeshaelks.org
Registration Deadline 1/17/20 - badgerheritage@gmail.com
Winter 2019 Spokesman
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Badger Heritage Fall Meeting/Pokey Run, Belgium, WI - 10/12/19
Photos and Story by Steve Peters

BADGER HERITAGE CHAPTER

FALL MEETING
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2019
12 Noon

Random Lake Rod and Gun Club
W3315 Jay Rd, Belgium, WI 53004
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Luncheon
General Meeting
Officer Elections

Badger Heritage
Chapter

Jim Feyereisen - (920) 980-1161

Our Fall Meeting took place on Saturday, October 12,
2019 at the Random Lake Rod and Gun Club in Belgium,
WI. The meeting was also the just after the conclusion of
our first Pokey Run that featured small, slower bikes or
trikes. The featured vehicle this year were three wheelers from Harley-Davidson and Indian. Many bikes that
normally we don’t see at our events showed up for the
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35/35 ride - 35 miles at 35 miles per hour. There were
about 30 participants in the ride and another 30 or so on
our big bikes that rode to the meeting. It was a very cold
day for mid October with temps in the upper 30’s when I
left my home in Milwaukee to ride to the meeting.
Continued...

Many more photos on our club Facebook page

Badger Heritage Fall Meeting/Pokey Run, Belgium, WI - 10/12/19
Photos and Story by Steve Peters

Many more photos on our club Facebook page
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Badger Heritage Fall Meeting/Pokey Run, Belgium, WI - 10/12/19
Photos and Story by Steve Peters
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Many more photos on our club Facebook page

Badger Heritage Fall Meeting/Pokey Run, Belgium, WI - 10/12/19
Photos and Story by Steve Peters

At the meeting we enjoyed a wonderful luncheon prepared by Larry Bilda with the rest of the meeting and ride
committee of Jim Feyereisen, Al Feyereisen, and Erik
Lund helping out. There were various humorous prizes
given out for the ride and a regular meeting discussing
mostly upcoming events including a possible location

for the Spring Meeting and the second Badger Heritage
National Road Run in August. Some even participated
in a little gambling with overhead racing bikes hanging
above the bar. In all there were about 75 Badgers in attendance at the meeting and a good time was had by all.
Steve Peters

Many more photos on our club Facebook page
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NICK’S

Anvil Inn

Badgers
Chris & Nancy Tribbey
Welcome You To
Their Friendly Place!

Open Monday - 10am to 6pm / Friday - 2pm to 10pm - 25¢ Pool
2900 South 13th Street, Milwaukee, WI 53215
Find us on Facebook - Nick’s Anvil Inn

Aermacchi
Harley-Davidson
Motorcycle Parts


Steve Peters
peters - design.com
sprintmotoparts@gmail.com

Visit our website - badgerheritage.com
Follow us on Facebook
Badger Heritage Chapter - AMCA
Visit our You Tube channel
Badger Heritage Chapter - AMCA

From the Desk of the Newsletter Editor
Antique? by Steve Peters

Hey Badgers!

mine is the newest bike at some of our events.

As I get older and things
change, some of it is hard
to grasp or at least makes
me think a little about those
changes in different ways.

Anyway, back to the year 1985.

Take for instance of how we
perceive things as being old
or collectible or antiques.
The definition of an antique
motorcycle in the AMCA is 35
years old and with next year
being 2020, that means an
antique motorcycle will have
been built in 1985 or earlier.
1985 - let that sink in for a moment.
What were you doing in 1985? Is it really that long ago that we will now
consider bikes from then as antiques? I was in college at the time and
clearly recall seeing new motorcycles and only 3 years later I attended
my first Harley-Davidson Anniversary, the 85th in 1988.
My first thoughts of getting old was when I saw an AMC Gremlin in a
car show some years ago and realized that the two Gremlins I had while
in college - a 1973 Gremlin X and a 1971 Gremlin, were now collectible
enough to have in an old car show. Around the same time I also saw
another car similar to one I had in college at another car show - a 1970
Oldsmobile Delta 88.
Just after college in the early 1990’s I drove a car for four years I actually considered collectible at the time, a 1964 AMC Rambler Classic
770. Even though it was only about 30 years old, it felt as if I were really
driving an antique.
Then in April of 1992 I bought my 1974 Sportster only because it was affordable for me, not because I thought it was old or an antique being only
18 years old at the time. I wanted a larger motorcycle than my 1973 350
Sprint and this opportunity presented itself,so I grabbed it. Now 27 years
later I’m still riding the Sporty and with it being 45 years old, it certainly
is considered an antique by AMCA standards even though many times

Think about this - many bikes made in 1985 had fuel
injection, disc brakes front and rear (my front disc on my Sporty is original and was the second year for it), ABS, plastic fairings and engine
covers on Sport bikes, among many other features and accessories that
most of us would not consider “antique” parts. That is the hard part to
grasp. What we consider normal or even upgraded equipment, can now
be considered antique or maybe even quaint.
But then you also need to look back over time and the same type of
thing happens all the time. The AMC, as it was known before it became
the AMCA started in 1954. Just think about the new bikes in 1954 - many
did not even have rear suspension or electric start so of course most
antique bikes did not as well and it was more of a curiosity than the norm
if they had such things.
Well, then in 1993, the H-D Duo Glide with both front and rear suspension
became an antique at 35 years old and then in the year 2000, the H-D
Electra Glide also became an antique with electric start! How could this
be - modern features on antique motorcycles?
As time has progressed many things we see on modern bikes needed to
come about over time and those features and options will also be seen
on antique bikes as newer and newer motorcycles become 35 years old.
Other things that may have been hard to grasp in the club over the years
could have been electric lights, kick starters, front brakes, and many
other little items that make our modern bikes what they are today.
It also makes me wonder what new things that will be on future motorcycles that we don’t have yet will be on the “antique” bikes of the future.
I would like to give a shout-out to President Dan Krause for some of
the discussion we had at our last Road Run meeting for some of the
thoughts for this article.
Take care and stay safe!
Steve Peters

Badger Heritage Chapter Small Logo Patch

Badger Heritage 9” Logo Clock

Perfect for Shirts, Jackets, Hats, etc.

They can be ordered at any time

Contact Steve Peters
4-1/2” Wide - Embroidered in 4 Colors

!
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Only $5.00 each

Contact Steve Peters
Only $10.00 each / Plus Shipping
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The Cross Country Chase - Michigan to Florida - 9/6-15/19
‘The Chase Adventure’ - Story by Badger Chris Tribbey

I had the pleasure of being accepted to participate in a new motorcycle event. Organized by Jason Sims (Owner of the Motorcycle Cannonball event), this event had a different approach
than the Cannonball. Rules for The Chase included motorcycles
manufactured from 1930 to 1948 (inclusive) and no support crew.
Man and machine. Also added to this event was a 10 point quiz
each day; five points on the route’s geography, and five points on
antique motorcycle knowledge. Also there was a handicap system providing additional points to older machines. No support
crew meant each rider had to carry all the tools, spare parts, and
clothing for the entire trip. A lot of bikes were really loaded down,
including me.
The route was from Sault St, Marie, MI to Key West, FL. over
nine days. I rode my 1947 WL (45 cubic inch, three-speed) which
turned out to be a great choice. There were a total of 69 riders,
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some were past participants in the Cannonball. It was good to
see many familiar faces.
In Sault St. Marie we went through a Rider’s meeting outlining
all of the rules and safety considerations. Our motorcycles then
went through technical inspection (registration, insurance, lighting, and mirrors).
We started out in the cool rain, making our way over the Mackinac Bridge, which was a real treat! Going over the grating in wet
conditions is not my idea of fun! No problems at all. We made
our way to Ludington for the night. The next day we boarded the
Badger car ferry and arrived in Manitowoc for a great welcome
at the H-D dealership. Great to see many Badger members there!
Continued...

Many more photos on our club Facebook page

The Cross Country Chase - Michigan to Florida - 9/6-15/19
‘The Chase Adventure’ - Story by Badger Chris Tribbey - Continued

That night we ended up at the H-D Museum for a fantastic reception. It was here I decided to off-load about 20 pounds of supplies.
I trimmed my clothing and spare parts back to a bare minimum,
which turned out to be a good decision.

one of my favorite locations, and knowing I was able to ride my
1947 WL from the northern USA border to the southern most
point of the USA was incredibly rewarding. And having no mechanical breakdowns was icing on the cake for me.

As the ride started I partnered up with Rodney Sterling also on
a WL so we could ride together at a slower pace than the riders
on larger machines. We ended up riding with a group of four WL
bikes for almost the entire ride. So each day started out leaving
around 8am and finishing around 5pm. Our group of WLs rode
for the most part trouble free. We added oil and adjusted chains.
Our group finished with each of us riding 100% of the required
2500 miles.

In conclusion, I had a blast and the time of my life on this ride.
From completely rebuilding my WL before the event, to riding
each day, navigating the route, answering the quizzes, and riding across the finish line will be something I will never forget. To
compare with the Cannonball is a hard thing to do. The events are
similar, and challenging in a different way; however equally as
rewarding. I am proud to have completed both events and will be
preparing for the 2020 Cannonball. My suggestion to all of you is
if you have a 1930 to 1948 cycle, consider the 2021 Chase!
Chris Tribbey

Riding into Key West was something I will never forget. This is

Many more photos on our club Facebook page
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The Cross Country Chase - Michigan to Florida - 9/6-15/19
‘2019 Chase Experience’ - Story by Badger John Bartman

After months of prepping “Sweet Judy Bleu Eyes,” my 1940 ULH,
I arrived in Sault Saint Marie, Michigan with a sense of excitement to be participating in the inaugural ‘Cross Country Chase’.
On the first day, we were excited for ideal weather conditions; a
cool September day. Our luck quickly turned as the rain began.
Departing in the rain made crossing the Mackinaw Bridge both
interesting and intense.
Each morning we were given a starting time. We were required
to cross the starting line, as well as a finish line before the given time limit. Failure to do so, would mean penalty points would
be deducted from our scores. Each day, we also took a mandatory 10 question quiz about the previous days ride, along with
obscure motorcycle knowledge. The quizzes could potentially
earn riders addition points. We typically had designated lunch
and dinner stops, where I would use every spare second to try
and get in my daily maintenance to keep my bike preforming as
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it should. The Chase required riders to carry all of their personal
belongings, parts and tools for the duration of the ride, as there
were no support crews or trucks.
Each day, we rode the back roads of America from the Michigan-Canada border down to the southernmost point of Key West,
Florida. We rode through days of cold and rain, which eventually
turned to extreme heat. Along the way, riders helped their fellow
competitors with a great sense of comrade. When we crossed the
finish line at Mallory Square in Key West, we were excited to greet
our friends and family, but equally sad for the experience to be
over. Our final night ended with a fantastic beach side banquet
dinner. It was a privilege to complete this one in a lifetime experience that I will always cherish and remember. I met my goal of
finishing the ‘Cross Country Chase’ with a perfect score. I can’t
wait to compete again in 2021.
John Bartman

The Cross Country Chase - Michigan to Florida - 9/6-15/19
‘Keep Fighting’ - Story by Badger Will Lusignan

I was excited to get on the water and spend time fishing with
some of my fellow Veterans before heading off to the Chase. As
a volunteer for Trout Unlimited one of our efforts is helping the
Nations Veterans experience the healing powers of fishing and
camaraderie.
I hurriedly completed the remaining maintenance work on the
Scout just days prior to the Chase and still wasn’t ready. Friends
from Team Butts agreed to get my bike up to the race starting
point as I had to be in Nashville for a meeting.
A few days prior to the race I received a call from a Veteran team
mate in Trout Unlimited; one of our fellow Veterans that fished
with us that day had committed suicide. I talked with the young
man that helped our team that day “I’m all right this will be the 5th
brother I’ve known that killed himself, I’m used to it“.

I maintained a strong clip during that 1st day and was in the lead
group; then the engine blew. While broke down on the side of
that deserted road all of the previous week events finally caught
up with me; the sudden loss of another fellow Veteran was overwhelming. Being engaged in something purposeful and riding
was therapeutic for my own war experiences that suddenly came
to a halt. I had built the Indian in my den as purpose after my own
Naval career. Blowing that engine gave me another sense of loss
as I had developed a sense of comradeship with fellow racers as
well; many who had helped this novice when I was struggling.

Although he tried to appear strong I knew he was struggling with
it as I was. As a career Sailor I realize the costs of war including
the long lasting effects that it has on our Nation’s warriors. I had
just talked to the kid a few days ago and can’t believe he’s gone.
I had second thoughts about the race that day; I should have
noticed his pain I kept telling myself. I recalled a salty old Navy
Chief who placed his hand on my shoulder years earlier “keep
fighting“ he said. He’s gone now as well.
I wore my Veterans scarf during the Chase that has an 800 phone
number on it as a reminder for those that are struggling. It helped
block out the cold rain I experienced riding that 1st day of the
race. It rained all day on that ride from the Canadian border;
which gave me time to think remembering all the brothers I have
known that are gone now.

Keep Fighting Chief
Once I pulled the head I realized that I could not get the parts in
time and repair the motor to get back in the game. The bike is still
down and will be back on its feet soon weather permitting. I contacted Jason and LeAnne Sims of the Cannonball to ask if there
was any opportunity in the future that I wanted to give it another
try. I realize we all need purpose and challenges in our life. That
innate desire to be part of something greater than ourselves; that
I need to keep up the fight.
Will Lusignan
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Tribbey Bike Works Tech Tips

Frame Fork Neck Lock Replacement by Chris Tribbey
4
A lot of motorcycles I work on, or look
at during bike gatherings, have a factory fork lock that doers not work, the
key is lost, or is severely damaged.
I have replaced quite a few of them
and the process is pretty straightforward. I will outline the steps here
to replace your damaged lock with a
new one.

Once removed you need to
remove the ½” freeze plug on
front of frame neck.

1

First step is to remove the
front end. Yes I know this is
a BIG first step however the
lock cannot be replaced without removing front end.

2

Front end parts removed.

5

Punch and drill the plug.

6

Then pull out with a seal remover or screwdriver.

3
7

Front end removed.

Once removed you should be
able to see the lock plunger
(if it is still in the frame).

Winter 2019 Spokesman
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Tribbey Bike Works Tech Tips - Continued
Frame Fork Neck Lock Replacement by Chris Tribbey
8
Next is to remove the lock
cylinder. There are a few
methods and this is the one I
use that works for me. Start
with a ¼” drill bit and drill
into the center of the cylinder. Gradually increase the
drill size to a ½” bit.

12

Lock cylinder removed.

13

9
After the ½” drill there will
just be the shell of the cylinder remaining. With a small
drift you can drive the roll pin
in, through the lock cylinder
shell.

Looking through the remaining hole you can see the lock
plunger. You may need to use
some penetrating oil if it is
not free.

10

Using a magnet, retrieve
this pin once it is pushed
through.

14
With a screwdriver you can
move it in and out to free it
up. With a magnet you can
then pull from the hole in the
frame neck.

15

11

Now you can use the seal
puller hook tool to pull the
lock cylinder shell out of the
frame.

Clean the pin and coat with
anti-seize and put back in the
frame.

Continued...
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Tribbey Bike Works Tech Tips - Continued
Frame Fork Neck Lock Replacement by Chris Tribbey
19

16

Pin installed in frame.

I draw a magic marker line inline with the roll pin recess
hole on the cylinder. This will
help with alignment during
the installation.

20

17

Pin installed.

Using a flashlight to look
through roll pin hole, slide
the cylinder in until the lock
cylinder recess hole is lined
up with the frame roll pin
hole.

21

18

Next is preparing the new
lock cylinder.

Drive the used roll pin (or a
new one) into the frame and
into the recess hole on the
lock cylinder. Careful to NOT
drive too far in or the lock
cylinder will not function. As
you drive the pin in, make
sure the key rotates freely.
Usually the roll pin will be
flush with the outer surface
of the frame.

Continued...
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Tribbey Bike Works Tech Tips - Continued
Frame Fork Neck Lock Replacement by Chris Tribbey
22

Lastly you will insert a new
freeze plug in the frame hole,
flatten with a drift, and paint
black.

23

New freeze plug inserted.

Any questions? Feel free to
contact me.
Chris Tribbey
Bike Works
ctribbey@mac.com

Merry
Christmas
and
Happy
New
Year
Badgers!
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Badger Heritage
2020 Partial Schedule of Events
Saturday, January 25 - Winter Dinner
Waukesha, WI
Sat/Sun, March 14-15
Mama Tried Motorcycle Show - Milwaukee
Saturday, May ? - Spring Meeting
Chris Tribbey’s Place - Caledonia, WI
Sunday, May 31 - Brewtown Rumble
Walker’s Point - Milwaukee, WI
Wild One’s Weekend - Date TBD
Badger Field Games - H-D Museum
August, 12-15
Badger National Road Run
Alpine Valley Resort - Elkhorn , WI
September ? - TBD - Fall Meeting

Look for the Full 2020
Schedule of Events
in the Spring Spokesman!

From our Treasurer
Christopher Bilda

Please Pay Your Dues in
JANUARY
Not in
December
You Can Pay
at the
Winter Dinner

Badger Heritage Chapter
Spokeman Newsletter
If you are interested in having
the quarterly Spokesman
mailed to you in full color
and bound like a magazine,
please send $6.00 for each
issue to Steve Peters
for printing and shipping!
The Spokesman will not be
folded, but mailed in a
9” x 12” envelope.
You will still get it e-mailed.
Steve Peters
2774 South 64th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53219

Badger Heritage Chapter
Spring Meeting
Saturday, May ? - TBD

Chris Tribbey’s Place
Caledonia, WI
More info in the Spring Spokesman!
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“Ask me about
Guaranteed Value
(agreed value)
coverage
for your bike!”

Representing Hagerty
and many other
fine insurance companies!

Contact Dan Riedel

262.789.2500

www.wolleranger.com
driedel@wolleranger.com
Elm Grove, WI
Not only do we insure
classics… we ride ‘em!

Badger Heritage
Logo Gear

Starting in January, 2020 there will no longer be two
opportunities in the year to order Badger Heritage
Logo Gear - Shirts and Jackets
The Summer order will be discontinued and orders
will only be taken in January at the Winter Dinner and
by e-mail order forms sent to Badger members.
All shirts are only available by order as no inventory
will be purchased. Please consider this when you are
interested in obtaining shirts.
Merchandise Manager - Steve Peters

President - Dan Krause - badgerheritage@gmail.com (262) 825-7909
Vice-President - Jon Davidson Oeflein - jdo2924@yahoo.com (262) 388-0022
Secretary - Josh Richardson - joshuairichardson@gmail.com (414) 429-2817
Treasurer - Christopher Bilda - unclespilly@aol.com
Newsletter Editor/Merchandise Manager - Steve Peters - spetersdesign@gmail.com (414) 327-2888

